Ptychographic nanotomography at the Swiss Light Source
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ABSTRACT

Ptychography combines elements of scanning probe microscopy with coherent diffractive imaging and provides a robust high-resolution imaging technique. The extension of X-ray ptychography to 3D provides nanoscale maps with quantitative contrast of the sample complex-valued refractive index. We present here progress in reconstruction and post-processing algorithms for ptychographic nanotomography, as well as outline advances in the implementation and development of dedicated instrumentation for fast and precise 3D scanning at the Swiss Light Source. Compared to the first demonstration in 2010, such developments have allowed a dramatic improvement in resolution and measurement speed, with direct impact in the application of the technique for biology and materials science. We showcase the technique by detailing the measurement and reconstruction of a fossilized dispersed spore.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ptychography is a coherent imaging scanning technique, in which the sample is illuminated by a confined illumination and scanned across the beam at points with substantial illumination overlap of neighboring positions. At each point of the scan a far-field diffraction pattern is measured, which provides the intensity of the Fourier transform of the wavefield exiting the object. Using information about the illumination overlap of neighboring positions, an iterative algorithm can be used to computationally retrieve the phase of the intensity measurements. In doing so, the complex-valued incident wave field and the object transmissivity are reconstructed. The resolution of such reconstructions can be orders of magnitude better than the size of the illumination and the scanning step. In practice, the resolution is limited by the stability and precision of the scanning stage and the maximum diffraction angle at which data can be collected with sufficient signal to noise ratio.

Ptychography finds applications in X-ray, electron and optical microscopy. A wealth of information can be encoded in a ptychogram, which can be later disentangled computationally, including the contributions of mutually incoherent coherent modes, separated wavelengths, or contributions arising from multiple scattering effects on thick specimens. For X-ray applications, ptychography has shown a great potential for nanoscale imaging with chemical contrast, or to be used in combination with fluorescence X-ray microscopy as complementary imaging contrast. Beyond imaging, ptychography provides reliable reconstructions of the illumination which is used routinely for robust characterization of focused X-ray beams.

The first experimental demonstration of X-ray ptychography and its extension to three dimensions, often named ptychographic X-ray computed tomography (PXCT) or shortened occasionally to ptychographic nanotomography, were both carried out at the Swiss Light Source (SLS). PXCT provides nanoscale 3D maps...
of the sample complex-valued refractive index. Its ability to reconstruct the phase of the transmissivity makes it amenable for use with high photon-energy X-rays thereby enabling studies of samples with several tens of microns in thickness.

Ptychographic nanotomography has continued to be developed at the SLS, including high-precision dedicated instrumentation, measurement strategies, and reconstruction and post-processing algorithms. Compared to its first demonstration\textsuperscript{10} such developments have already allowed an improvement of one order of magnitude in resolution and two orders of magnitude in image acquisition speed\textsuperscript{11,12}.

Recent applications of PXCT at SLS include the use of the complex-valued index of refraction to quantify the mass density and water content of calcium silicate hydrates (CSH),\textsuperscript{13} which are the most abundant hydration products in ordinary Portland cement paste, to quantify the mineral distribution on human dentine,\textsuperscript{14} and for characterization of the nanoporous network of catalyst particles.\textsuperscript{15} Novel extensions of the technique have demonstrated element-specific three-dimensional imaging via resonant phase tomography\textsuperscript{16} and recovery of quantitative contrast for interior tomography by combination with a low-resolution overview.\textsuperscript{17} Ptychographic nanotomography has also been demonstrated for \textit{in situ} measurements to study silk fiber hydration under varying humidity\textsuperscript{18} and quantify the densification and fracture of a microcomposite undercompression.\textsuperscript{19} Such experiments highlight some of the most promising characteristics of the technique by exploiting the nanoscale resolution, quantitative contrast and non-destructive character.

Here we present an application example of PXCT to image a cryptospore fossil, highlighting the measurement procedure and reconstruction techniques.

## 2. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENT

A Late Ordovician early land plant spore, cryptospore tetrad, was scanned using ptychographic nanotomography. The fossilized dispersed spore was composed of sporopollenin, which was a C-O-H macromolecule, and was obtained by standard palynological acid maceration techniques using hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids from the GHABA-1 borehole from northern Oman at a depth of 1573 meters. This borehole penetrates a thick Ordovician-Silurian sequence, consisting primarily of terrestrial and marginal marine deposits. The sample was of Late Ordovician, Caradoc age, approximately 450 millions years ago. These dispersed spores represent some of the earliest evidence of land plants on Earth.

X-ray measurements were carried out at the cSAXS beamline (X12SA), Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland. The photon energy was selected to 8.7 keV with 0.02\% bandwidth by a double crystal Si(111) monochromator. A spatially confined illumination was obtained using a 120 micron diameter Fresnel zone plate lens with 60 nm outermost zone width, manufactured at the Laboratory for Micro- and Nanotechnology, Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland. Transverse coherence of the light incident on the zone plate was ensured by a slit, with a horizontal opening of 25 microns, located at 12.1 meters downstream from the undulator and 22 meters upstream of the Fresnel zone plate.

The specimen was glued to the top of specially designed copper sample pin. Ptychographic scans were performed on an interferometrically controlled high precision 3D scanning stage\textsuperscript{11,20} with a field of view of 50 × 18 μm\textsuperscript{2}. At 7.389 meters downstream of the sample, an Eiger photon-counting detector\textsuperscript{21,22} was used to acquire the far-field intensity patterns at each of the resulting 227 scanning points with an exposure time of 0.1 seconds. The scanning pattern followed concentric circles with a radial step size of 1.8 microns to avoid the raster-grid pathology which can introduce artifacts for regular Cartesian scanning patterns.\textsuperscript{23} The same ptychography scan was repeated at 360 angular orientations of the sample equally spaced in the range between 0 and 179.5 degrees.

## 3. RECONSTRUCTION AND PROCESSING

The ptychography reconstructions were carried out by using 300 × 300 pixels of the detector with the difference-map algorithm\textsuperscript{24} followed by a maximum likelihood refinement,\textsuperscript{25} resulting in a reconstruction pixel size of 46.8 nm. These two-dimensional projections were further processed following an in-house developed procedure,\textsuperscript{26} which is briefly described in the following for completeness. First, a constant and linear phase are removed using...
the air measured around the sample as a reference. Subsequently, a region of the sample with a small number of phase residues is chosen for unambiguous unwrapping. The unwrapped region is used for the vertical alignment of projections by a method that extracts the vertical mass fluctuations, i.e., along the axis of rotation, and uses this function that is invariant to sample rotation to iteratively bring all projections into alignment with sub-pixel precision. The horizontal alignment is initially estimated using the horizontal center of mass of the sample and is followed by a refinement using an iterative approach using tomographic consistency. In the latter step a sinogram is low-pass filtered, a low-resolution tomographic slice is computed using filtered back projection (FBP) and physical constraints on the density values can be then applied. From the latter tomographic slice a synthetic sinogram is computed again. Horizontal alignment values are then obtained by minimizing the mean squared difference between the later computed sinogram and the original one. The method hinges on the fact that misaligned sinograms are not consistent with a three-dimensional representation. Finally, the tomogram is computed using a modified technique that allows tomography from wrapped-phase projections.

Although the sample position is known to a precision approximately 10 nanometers for any individual two-dimensional projection, upon rotation, knowledge of the relative position of the sample is limited to how close the reference interferometry mirrors are to their nominal planar and spherical shapes, which in this case have a shape error around 100 nanometers. This makes post-processing alignment of projections necessary for now to reach resolutions below 20 nanometers. However, with a stabilized temperature environment it is feasible that the surface of the mirror can be accurately characterized and that the need for post-processing alignment steps may be reduced.

The methods outlined above use all data available and all natural contrast features for sub-pixel alignment of the projections. Furthermore, they exploit consistency properties that must be satisfied for a three-dimensional object. This makes these methods very robust and amenable to automation as there is no need for user interaction to select alignment markers.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As an overview of the cryptospore fossil internal structure, Fig. 1 shows sagittal and coronal tomographic sections of the specimen, each section separated by 4.68 microns. In these sections it is possible to see a faint differentiation in electron density between the specimen and the mounting glue. Although the fossil is radiation tolerant, the epoxy suffers some radiation damage, causing a small drift throughout the measurement. This mainly results in the appearance of subtle streak artifacts that become slightly more apparent in Fig. 2, which shows two axial sections perpendicular to the axis of rotation with a 2.34 micron separation. Overview three-dimensional renderings shown in Fig. 3 give a general representation of the external three-dimensional shape and differentiates the glue in a darker shade of red.

The tomographic reconstruction allows us to identify different morphological features difficult to see from more traditional techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The data shows an unfused tetrad in which walls are entirely homogeneous with no internal differentiation, lacking an outer envelope.

Ptychographic nanotomography offers the possibility of obtaining images of internal structure of microscopic samples without destroying the sample, making it amenable to posterior correlative imaging with other methods. Additionally, it avoids the possibility of introducing artifacts during cutting or milling necessary for other destructive techniques. Although it has a native electron density contrast, by measuring at photon energies corresponding to an atomic species of interest, it is possible to obtain element-specific quantitative maps through resonant phase nanotomography. Beyond the paleontology example shown here, ptychographic nanotomography offers great potential for nanoscale imaging in materials and biological sciences.
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Figure 1. (left) Coronal and (right) sagittal tomographic sections of the tetrad cryptospore. Sections are spaced by 4.68 microns. The color bar and the scale bar apply to all images.

Figure 2. Two axial tomographic sections of the tetrad cryptospore. Sections are spaced by 2.34 microns. The color bar and the scale bar apply to all images.
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